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A Photographer's Guide to Focus and Autofocus 2016-02-17

autofocus changed the way photos are taken making it easier to capture and keep the subject in sharp
focus since autofocus was first introduced it has become much more complicated offering different
focus modes focus types and focus points what started out as a way to simplify the photo making
process has turned into a complicated endeavor with numerous choices and settings a photographer s
guide to focus and autofocus from snapshots to great shots is here to answer all your questions about
the focusing system in today s cameras and their various autofocus modes photographer alan hess
covers the simple basics of focus manual focus versus autofocus the best focus modes to use and how
focus works in both dslrs and mirrorless cameras then he discusses more advanced topics including
autofocus sensor types back button autofocus and focus for dslr video there is much more to autofocus
and focus in general than just pushing the shutter release button and hoping the image is sharp and in
focus with this book you ll learn how to get the right focus in your images no matter what the
occasion follow along with your friendly and knowledgeable guide and you will learn the top ten
things to know about focus including how to use the focus controls on the camera how to pick the
autofocus point and when to use pre focus in your images address common autofocus issues such as
dealing with low contrast or low light or shooting through obstacles like glass or a fence develop
troubleshooting techniques for what to do when the autofocus doesn t work properly work with both
manual focus and autofocus and learn tricks to achieve better focus in video and once you ve got the
shot show it off join the book s flickr group to share your photos and tips at flickr com groups
focusandautofocusfromsnapshotstogreatshots

The Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D Companion 2008-11-04

through several easy to follow lessons this handy book offers a complete class on digital photography
tailored specifically for people who use the canon eos digital rebel xs 1000d this is not your typical
camera guide rather than just show you what all the buttons do this book teaches you how to use
various digital rebel xs 1000d features to make great photographs including professional looking
images of people landscapes action shots close ups night shots and more the canon eos digital rebel xs
1000d companion is the perfect reference for your camera bag written by professional photographer
ben long it s packed with creative tips and technical advice to help you capture stunning pictures
anywhere anytime with this book you ll learn how to take creative control and go beyond automatic
settings learn the basic rules of composition capture decisive moments including fast moving objects
discover ways to use a flash indoors and outdoors learn about different lenses and the best time to use
them understand the options for shooting raw and whether it s right for you there are plenty of
photography books but only this one teaches you how to take high quality digital photos using the
exact camera model you own plenty of full color examples show you what s possible once you
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graduate from snapshots and focus on the pictures you really want to take

50 Things Photographers Need to Know About Focus 2019-06-04

while focusing your camera seems like it should be a no brainer there s autofocus after all it s often
not a simple task depending on the shooting situation your camera and the countless scenarios that can
throw off the focus the task of achieving sharp images with great focus can be deceptively
challenging if you re a passionate photographer eager to learn the best ways to achieve tack sharp
focus in your images these 50 focus based principles are exactly what you need to take your work to
the next level with photographer and author john greengo as your guide you ll quickly learn nearly
four dozen techniques for achieving focus in every shooting situation you ll learn how to optimize
autofocus no matter what kind of camera you have dslr or mirrorless how to master manual focus
which focus modes and focus areas work best for different situations how to use your camera s
autofocus aids such as magnification and focus peaking techniques to keep your camera stable either
handheld or on a tripod how shutter speed and aperture affect sharpness written in the author s
friendly and approachable style and illustrated with examples that clearly show how each technique
can help you capture great photos 50 things photographers need to know about focus is designed to be
an effective fast and fun way to learn how to achieve great focus in your images no matter what
situation table of contents chapter 1 focus basics chapter 2 autofocus chapter 3 mirrorless autofocus
chapter 4 dslr autofocus chapter 5 customized autofocus controls chapter 6 autofocus aids chapter 7
autofocus and lenses chapter 8 manual focus and lenses chapter 9 exposure control for focus chapter 10
advanced focusing techniques chapter 11 other focus topics

The Digital Photography Book 2009-07-21

scott kelby author of the digital photography book volume 1 the world s best selling digital
photography book of all time is back with a follow up to his volume 2 smash best seller with an
entirely new book that picks up right where he left off it s even more of that ah ha so that s how
they do it straight to the point skip the techno jargon stuff you can really use today to make your
shots even better this book truly has a brilliant premise and here s how scott describes it if you and i
were out on a shoot and you asked me hey scott i want the light for this portrait to look really soft
and flattering how far back should i put this softbox i wouldn t give you a lecture about lighting ratios
or flash modifiers in real life i d just turn to you and say move it in as close to your subject as you
possibly can without it actually showing up in the shot well that s what this book is all about you and
i out shooting where i answer questions give you advice and share the secrets i ve learned just like i
would with a friend without all the technical explanations and techie photo speak each page covers a
single concept on how to make your photography better every time you turn the page you ll learn
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another pro setting tool or trick to transform your work from snapshots into gallery prints if you re
tired of taking shots that look okay and if you re tired of looking in photography magazines and
thinking why don t my shots look like that then this is the book for you this isn t a book of theory
full of confusing jargon and detailed concepts this is a book on which button to push which setting to
use and when to use it with nearly 200 more of the most closely guarded photographic tricks of the
trade this book gets you shooting dramatically better looking sharper more colorful more professional
looking photos every time

The Canon EOS Digital Rebel T1i/500D Companion 2009-07-14

through easy to follow lessons this handy book offers a complete class on digital photography tailored
specifically for people who use the canon eos digital rebel t1i 500d this is not your typical camera
guide rather than just show you what all the buttons do it teaches you how to use the digital rebel s
features to make great photographs including professional looking images of people landscapes action
shots close ups night shots hd video and more with ben long s creative tips and technical advice you
have the perfect camera bag friendly reference that will help you capture stunning pictures
anywhere anytime the canon eos digital rebel t1i 500d companion will show you how to take
creative control and go beyond automatic settings learn the basic rules of composition capture decisive
moments including fast moving objects discover ways to use a flash indoors and outdoors learn about
different lenses and the best time to use them understand the options for shooting raw and whether it
s right for you use the digital rebel s ability to shoot high definition video

Nikon D3000 For Dummies 2009-11-05

professional photography advice for d3000 beginners the nikon d3000 is nikon s new entry level
camera with the d3000 you get all the features of nikon s older cameras along with an updated
battery larger monitor and improved focus features in addition the d3000 also offers simpler menus to
help first time dslr users assuming no prior dslr knowledge veteran author julie adair king offers you
a tour of the camera body a hands on how to on all the features of the d3000 and a step by step
walkthrough of how to get the photos you want explains shooting in auto mode reviews the new
video option and covers working with file size and quality walks you through shifting out of
automatic mode and using the d3000 s lighting exposure focus and color features demonstrates getting
photos from your camera to your pc developing an effective file system and sharing photos via print
online or other ways packed with useful tips this helpful guide encourages you to take control of
your camera
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The Complete Portrait Manual 2022-12-03

meet your dslr there are tons of camera types on the market today from cheap point and shoots to
mirrorless interchangeable lens ilc models from tiny action cams to the camera on your smartphone
but for many dedicated shooters the obvious first choice in equipment is still a digital single lens
reflex dslr camera why first dslrs allow a shooter to frame pictures with precision fairly easily second
the sheer number of lens types available lets one camera perform many functions like any new piece
of equipment function and controls can take some getting used to here s an overview of the main
controls as well as a quick peak at what s going on inside the camera itself manual focus ring don t
want your camera to decide where to focus turn this ring want to make fine manual focus
adjustments while using autofocus again turn this ring zoom ring when your dslr is fitted with a
zoom lens use this ring to adjust for desired focal length and determine how close or far away a
subject in your shot appears image stabilization switch located on your lens or the body of your
camera this switch kicks image stabilization on and off this function allows you to get sharper images
of static objects without a tripod or in lower light than might be possible without it hotshoe while it
sounds like a dated dance move it s actually where you attach a flash or other accessory to your
camera a lot of times dslrs come with covers to shield the hotshoe when it s not in use mode dial use
this dial to pick a shooting mode cede control of exposure settings to the camera in fully automatic
mode be a control freak in fully manual or try one of the many preset program modes iso button this
button controls the light sensitivity of your camera s image sensor if you re shooting in ultrabright
light use a low iso 50 200 and increase iso in lower light fyi the higher the iso in use the more noise
visual distortion often in the form of grainy or blotchy appearance your image may have autofocus
button press this button to tell your dslr to pick which elements in your shot should appear the
sharpest viewfinder peek through the viewfinder to make choices about how to compose and frame
your shot through it you ll see a corrected read right side up version of the image that reflects off
your camera s reflex mirror shutter essentially a mechanical curtain the shutter serves as a movable
barrier between a camera s image sensor and its lens open the shutter and your camera s reflex
mirror pivots up allowing an image to hit the image sensor pentaprism not unlike the brain s visual
cortex the part of your brain that converts images your eyes see as upside down this pentagon shape
prism flips an image out of reverse before sending it the viewfinder s way image sensor a device
covered with pixels light sensitive cells an image sensor measures the intensity and color of an image
that has passed through the shutter last the image sensor converts these measurements into digital
form ultimately capturing your shot reflex mirror when an image enters a lens it s upside down the
reflex mirror reflects that image through a focusing screen in the direction of the pentaprism lens
detachable lenses change your camera s capabilities by narrowing or widening a circular opening the
size of which is called the aperture to control the amount of light that enters light passes through the
lens on its way to the reflex mirror
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David Busch's Nikon Z9/Z8 Guide to Digital Still Photography
2024-02-22

david busch s nikon z9 z8 guide to digital still photography is your all in one comprehensive resource
and reference for nikon s flagship full frame mirrorless professional enthusiast cameras the z8 and z9
they share a high resolution 46 megapizel bsi stacked sensor powered by performance enhancing dual
expeed 7 image processors the duo dispenses with mechanical shutters entirely and boast advanced all
electronic shutters with speeds up to 1 32 000th second and continuous shooting at 30 frames per
second rates an improved autofocus system with sophisticated subject detection offers lightning fast
focus for stills and both 4k and full hd movie shooting with this book in hand you ll master all these
impressive features and fine tune your camera skills as develop your creativity taking great
photographs with your new z9 or z8 filled with detailed how to steps and full color illustrations david
busch s nikon z9 z8 guide to digital still photography covers the cameras still photography capabilities
in depth from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup exposure lens selection
lighting and more and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations also
included is an introduction to the cameras video features a handy visual guide to the z9 and z8 with
close up photos and descriptions of the cameras essential features and controls learn when to use each
option and more importantly when not to use them by following the author s recommended settings
for every menu entry with best selling photographer and mentor david busch as your guide you ll
quickly have full creative mastery of your camera s capabilities whether you re shooting on the job as
an advanced enthusiast or are just out for fun start building your knowledge and confidence while
bringing your vision to light with the nikon z9 or z8 today

Mastering the Nikon Z6 II / Z7 II 2021-07-12

p b learn to master your nikon z6 ii z7 ii and take full advantage of all its capabilities b p p i mastering
the nikon z6 ii z7 ii i by darrell young provides a wealth of experience based information and insights
for owners of the new z6 ii or z7 ii camera darrell is determined to help the user navigate past the
confusion that often comes with complex and powerful professional camera equipment p p this book
explores the features and capabilities of the cameras in a way that far surpasses the user s manual it
guides readers through the cameras features with step by step setting adjustments color illustrations
and detailed how when and why explanations for each option every button dial switch and menu
configuration setting is explored in a user friendly manner with suggestions for setup according to
various shooting styles p p darrell s friendly and informative writing style allows readers to easily
follow directions while feeling as if a friend dropped in to share his knowledge the information in
this book goes beyond the camera itself and also covers basic photography technique p
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The Nikon D90 Companion 2009-03-25

presents digital photography for people who use the nikon d90 this book shows you how to capture
decisive moments including fast moving objects and discover ways to use a flash indoors and outdoors
it lets you learn about different lenses and the best time to use them it discusses the use the d90 s
ability to shoot high definition video

David Busch's Nikon Z5 Guide to Digital Photography 2020-11-17

i david busch s nikon z5 guide to digital photography i is your all in one comprehensive resource and
reference for getting the most out of your nikon z5 mirrorless camera nikon s most affordable full
frame mirrorless model boasts up scale features including dual memory card slots five axis image
stabilization for sharp images even when using slow shutter speeds and an advanced hybrid autofocus
system with face eye detection and 273 af points the z5 s 24mp sensor supports 4k and full hd movie
shooting and an innovative focus shift mode that produces stunning deep focus images with this book
in hand you ll master all the camera s impressive features and fine tune your camera skills as develop
your creativity taking great photographs with your new z5 p filled with detailed how to steps and
full color illustrations i david busch s nikon z5 guide to digital photography i covers all the camera s
capabilities in depth from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup exposure lens
selection lighting and more and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations
also included is the handy visual guide to the z5 with close up photos and descriptions of the camera s
essential features and controls learn when to use each option and more importantly when not to use
them by following the author s recommended settings for every menu entry with best selling
photographer and mentor david busch as your guide you ll quickly have full creative mastery of
your camera s capabilities whether you re shooting on the job as an advanced enthusiast or are just out
for fun start building your knowledge and confidence while bringing your vision to light with the
nikon z5 today

David Busch's Nikon Z7 II/Z6 II Guide to Digital Photography
2021-02-22

i david busch s nikon z7 ii z6 ii guide to digital photography i is your all in one comprehensive
resource and reference for nikon s next generation z7 ii and z6 ii mirrorless cameras the company has
upgraded these compact cameras with the features most requested by enthusiasts including two
memory card slots advanced autofocus features and performance enhancing dual expeed 6 processors
serious photographers can select the high resolution 45 7 megapixel z7 ii or opt for the higher
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continuous shooting rates and stellar low light versatility of the 24 megapixel z6 ii both cameras offer
incredible image quality especially when coupled with a burgeoning line of ultra sharp s series z
mount lenses the affordable ftz adapter allows you to use more than 300 different lenses in nikon s f
mount lineup too five axis in body image stabilization provides up to five stops of anti shake
performance so you can hand hold the camera at slower shutter speeds an improved autofocus system
with human and animal eye face detection offers lightning fast focus for stills and both 4k and full hd
movie shooting with this book in hand you ll master all these impressive features and fine tune your
camera skills as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new z7 ii or z6 ii p filled
with detailed how to steps and full color illustrations i david busch s nikon z7 ii z6 ii guide to digital
photography i covers the cameras capabilities in depth from taking your first photos through
advanced details of setup exposure lens selection lighting and more and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations also included is the handy visual guide to the z7 ii and z6 ii
with close up photos and descriptions of the camera s essential features and controls learn when to use
each option and more importantly when not to use them by following the author s recommended
settings for every menu entry with best selling photographer and mentor david busch as your guide
you ll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera s capabilities whether you re shooting on
the job as an advanced enthusiast or are just out for fun start building your knowledge and confidence
while bringing your vision to light with the nikon z7 ii or z6 ii today p

The Hasselblad Manual 2008

discover the great advantages and benefits of working in the medium film format or with the large
digital sensor units in hasselblad digital cameras and digital backs presented in an easily accessible
format this book shows the working and manipulation of the various cameras detailed illustrations
dissect the equipment and provide insight into the ways in which these superb cameras and lenses
are best utilized to create professional quality images this edition of the manual will bring you up to
date with the latest features available within the popular hasselblad camera systems emphasizing that
camera and lens are the most important tools for creating exciting images whether you work
digitally or with film the complete hasselblad camera system is discussed by renowned author and
hasselblad insider ernst wildi who provides a solid foundation of both traditional photography and
digital capture techniques inside you ll also find inspiring photographs from well known
photographers illustrating a variety of photographic techniques using a hasselblad camera

The Fujifilm X-T5 2023-10-05

learn all you need to master your fuji x t5 camera in this book popular fuji x secrets author fujilove
gear talk contributor and x pert corner columnist rico pfirstinger teaches you about the photographic
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capabilities of the fujifilm x t5 including hidden features and smart procedures that he s discovered
through months of in depth research and experimentation with the camera after a brief overview of
the camera s basic functions rico cuts to the chase and provides a plethora of tips and practical insights
that go way beyond the user s manual the book helps you take your photography with the x t5 to the
next level with the knowledge you ll gain you ll have everything you need to take great
photographs the fujifilm x series cameras have amazing features such as iso less sensors for increased
dynamic range but may require some assistance to unlock their full potential even for experienced
photographers who have been lifetime shooters from optimizing the exposure to mastering the ai
powered autofocus system this invaluable guide will help you make the most out of your camera and
achieve unparalleled results topics covered include menu shortcuts long exposures firmware
upgrades hybrid autofocus system auto and manual focusing face detection isoless sensor dynamic
range expansion film simulations custom settings raw conversion self timer flash adapted lenses and
much more

Nikon D3500 For Dummies 2019-01-14

use your nikon d3500 camera like the pros capturing frame worthy photos is no easy feat until now
inside author julie king shares her experience as a professional photographer and photography teacher
to help you get picture perfect landscapes portraits action shots and more with your nikon d3500
digital slr camera it takes more than a good eye and an amazing camera to get shots like the pros with
the help of nikon d3500 for dummies you ll find all the expert advice and know how you need to
unlock your camera s capabilities to their fullest potential from working with the basics of lighting
and exposure to making sense of your camera s fanciest features you ll be snapping professional grade
photos in a flash learn the five essential options for shooting quality photos understand the settings
that control exposure take charge of color and focus features put your skills together to shoot portraits
close ups and action shots whether you re shooting in automatic mode scene mode or manual mode
you ll get all the guidance you need to take photos you ll be proud to share

Nikon D3400 For Dummies 2016-12-27

discover the essentials to getting better photos with the nikon dlslr d3400 the nikon d3400 hits stores
as nikon s most advanced entry level dslr camera along with the pixel power to deliver sharp images
it also offers tools to be instantly creative and quickly share photos to a smartphone this book will get
you up to speed on the d3400 in a flash teaching you all the basic photography skills needed to get
great shots from a dslr camera while also giving you clear hands on guidance through the d3400 s
specific controls nikon d3400 for dummies helps you learn the ins and outs of the nikon d3400
including how to get started right away in auto mode get creative with scene modes and take full
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control in manual mode filled with practical easy to follow instructions this book will help you
transform from an inexperienced beginner to an advanced shutterbug whose shots could grace the
cover of any popular magazine get the lowdown on the controls and settings on a nikon d3400 learn
how pro photographers set their cameras to get better shots discover the tools that control your
camera s exposure settings put your newfound knowledge together to shoot better portraits action
shots and low light images if you re ready to put down your dinky dim lit non zooming smartphone
and pick up a real professional grade dslr camera do so with the help of nikon d3400 for dummies

The Fujifilm X-T1 2015-02-19

in this book popular fuji rumors x pert corner columnist rico pfirstinger teaches about the little
known capabilities of the x t1 which he s discovered through months of in depth research and
experimentation with the camera after a brief overview of the camera s basic functions rico cuts to
the chase and provides a plethora of tips and practical instructions not found in the user s manual with
this knowledge you will be able to fully exploit the capabilities of the x t1 the fujifilm x series
cameras have amazing features but may require an adjustment period for those new to using these
cameras even photographers who have been lifetime dslr shooters this guide will help you to quickly
feel comfortable using your camera so that you can achieve excellent results topics covered include
menu shortcuts long exposures firmware upgrades hybrid autofocus system auto and manual focusing
face detection infrared imaging film simulations custom settings burst mode panoramas movies self
timer flash adapted lenses and much more this book includes complete coverage of the camera s new
firmware features that were introduced in december 2014

Fuji X Secrets 2018-12-17

p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px cambria p p2 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 11
0px verdana min height 13 0px p p3 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 12 0px cambria min height
14 0px span s1 font 11 0px verdana span apple tab span white space pre p in this book x pert corner
columnist and workshop mentor rico pfirstinger teaches you all about the capabilities of the fujifilm x
series lineup of cameras which he s discovered through years of in depth research experience and
experimentation no matter which x series camera you own whether it be the x t3 x h1 x t2 x pro2
x100f x t20 x e3 gfx or any other fuji x series camera rico cuts to the chase and provides a plethora of
tips and practical instructions not found in user manuals or anywhere else with this knowledge you
will be able to take full advantage of your x series camera p p the fujifilm x series boasts amazing
features but some users may require an adjustment period if they are new to these cameras even
photographers who have been lifetime dslr shooters this guide will help you to quickly feel
comfortable using your camera so that you can achieve excellent results p p rico reveals many hidden
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features functions and procedures so photographers of every level beginners enthusiasts and
experienced pros will learn new and better ways to use their fuji x series camera to its full potential
beyond beneficial practices for all x series shooters rico also covers advanced concepts such as the
capabilities of fujifilm s isoless sensors with dual conversion gain and offers solutions for common
issues such as inaccurate focus or raw conversion artifacts p p topics covered include p firmware
upgrades lens issues ois and ibis p menus shortcuts custom settings my menu quick menu and fn
buttons p mirrorless exposure metering p maximizing dynamic range p isoless photography p
autofocus settings challenges and strategies p film simulations white balance and jpeg settings p raw
conversion internal and external p flash photography p and much more p

Complete Digital Photography, 9th Edition 2019-04-28

in this newly updated ninth edition of the best selling photography book in print since 1999 ben long
guides you through the creative and challenging world of digital photography complete digital
photography 9 has everything you need to know to create great photos from how to master your
camera to learning about composition lighting image editing workflow and output ben also includes a
number of shooting exercises in the front part of the book to help you get comfortable with
photographic techniques and there are extensive step by step tutorials designed to help you master
image editing in adobe lightroom photoshop and other apps with ben s easy going comprehensive
teaching style you ll be amazed at the results you get from complete digital photography

David Busch's Nikon Z6 Guide to Digital Photography 2019-01-30

i david busch s nikon z6 guide to digital photography i is your all in one comprehensive resource and
reference for the exciting and affordable nikon z6 compact mirrorless camera this ground breaking
enthusiast camera is built around a 24 5 megapixel sensor that offers excellent image quality and iso
speeds from iso 100 51200 the z6 can be fitted with any of the new ultra sharp s series z mount lenses
or mount a full line of nikon s existing f mount lenses with the optional ftz adapter five axis in body
image stabilization provides up to five stops of anti shake performance so you can hand hold the
camera at slower shutter speeds with 273 phase detect af focus points covering 90 percent of the
frame and the next generation expeed 6 processing chip the z6 can shoot sports and action at up to 12
frames per second with lightning fast focus the z6 can capture both 4k and full hd movies too with
this book in hand you ll master all the camera s impressive features and fine tune your camera skills
as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new z6 p filled with detailed how to
steps and full color illustrations i david busch s nikon z6 guide to digital photography i covers all the
camera s capabilities in depth from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup
exposure lens selection lighting and more and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques
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and situations also included is the handy visual guide to the z6 with close up photos and descriptions
of the camera s essential features and controls learn when to use each option and more importantly
when not to use them by following the author s recommended settings for every menu entry with
best selling photographer and mentor david busch as your guide you ll quickly have full creative
mastery of your camera s capabilities whether you re shooting on the job as an advanced enthusiast or
are just out for fun start building your knowledge and confidence while bringing your vision to light
with the nikon z6 today p p p1 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 11 0px verdana

The Fujifilm X-T1, 2nd Edition 2015-11-30

in this book popular fuji rumors x pert corner columnist rico pfirstinger teaches about the little
known capabilities of the x t1 which he s discovered through months of in depth research and
experimentation with the camera after a brief overview of the camera s basic functions rico cuts to
the chase and provides a plethora of tips and practical instructions not found in the user s manual this
second edition includes descriptions of new features and updates to firmware with this knowledge
you will be able to fully exploit the capabilities of the x t1 the fujifilm x series cameras have amazing
features but may require an adjustment period for those new to using these cameras even
photographers who have been lifetime dslr shooters this guide will help you to quickly feel
comfortable using your camera so that you can achieve excellent results this book includes complete
coverage of the camera s new firmware 4 features that were introduced in july 2015 topics covered
include menu shortcuts long exposures firmware upgrades hybrid autofocus system auto and manual
focusing face detection isoless sensor dynamic range expansion film simulations custom settings raw
conversion panoramas movies self timer flash adapted lenses and much more

Nikon D80 Digital Field Guide 2011-08-02

having trouble putting down your nikon d80 long enough to read the manual slip this convenient
full color guide into your camera bag instead you ll find big clear color photos to help you identify the
camera s many controls complete information on using each button and dial and breathtaking
examples of the results then discover step by step recipes for shooting terrific photos in more than 15
specific situations this indispensable guide is like having a personal photographic assistant test drive
your nikon d80 with a quick tour learn to efficiently operate all your camera s controls review
photographic basics like exposure lighting and composition explore different types of lenses discover
the appropriate lens iso setting aperture or mode shutter speed and lighting for a variety of subjects
and situations get expert tips on downloading and editing your photos order today so you ll have this
go anywhere guide along wherever you go
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David Busch's Canon EOS R7 Guide to Digital Photography
2022-10-28

david busch s canon eos r7 guide to digital photography is your all in one comprehensive resource
and reference for the exciting new aps c format canon eos r7 enthusiasts will appreciate this 33
megapixel camera s superior low light performance and action friendly 30 frames per second
continuous shooting capabilities image stabilization built into the r7 s body integrates with lens based
stabilization found in many lenses three available adapters make it easy to supplement your rf mount
lenses with a broad selection of legacy canon ef and ef s optics the r7 also has two memory card slots
wireless connectivity to computers and smart devices and high definition 4k and full hd movie
making capabilities with this book in hand you can quickly apply all these advanced features to your
digital photography while boosting your creativity to take great photographs with your canon eos r7
filled with detailed how to steps and full color illustrations david busch s canon eos r7 guide to digital
photography covers all this upscale camera s features in depth from taking your first photos through
advanced details of setup exposure lens selection lighting and more and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations also included is the handy roadmap chapter an easy to use
visual guide to the cameras features and controls learn when to use each option and more importantly
when not to use them by following the author s recommended settings for every menu entry with
best selling photographer and mentor david busch as your guide you ll quickly have full creative
mastery of your camera s capabilities whether you re shooting on the job as an advanced enthusiast or
are just out for fun start building your knowledge and confidence while bringing your vision to light
with the canon eos r7

David Busch's Canon EOS R5/R6 Guide to Digital Photography
2021-05-27

i david busch s canon eos r5 r6 guide to digital photography i is your all in one comprehensive
resource and reference for the exciting new canon eos r5 and r6 full frame mirrorless cameras
enthusiasts can choose between the super high resolution of the r5 s 45 megapixel sensor or the
superior low light performance and action friendly high capacity buffer of the 20 megapixel r6 both
cameras boast continuous shooting up to 20 frames per second in body image stabilization and 1 053
dual pixel ii phase detection af points for lightning fast precise autofocus their high resolution oled
electronic viewfinders provide a bright clear view three available adapters make it easy to
supplement your r mount lenses with a broad selection of legacy canon ef and ef s optics the eos r5
and r6 have wireless connectivity to allow linking to a computer and ios or android smart device
high definition 4k and full hd movie making capabilities and a versatile swiveling touch screen lcd
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with this book in hand you can quickly apply all these advanced features to your digital photography
while boosting your creativity to take great photographs with your canon eos r5 or r6 p filled with
detailed how to steps and full color illustrations i david busch s canon eos r5 r6 guide to digital
photography i covers all this upscale camera s features in depth from taking your first photos through
advanced details of setup exposure lens selection lighting and more and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations also included is the handy roadmap chapter an easy to use
visual guide to the cameras features and controls learn when to use each option and more importantly
when not to use them by following the author s recommended settings for every menu entry with
best selling photographer and mentor david busch as your guide you ll quickly have full creative
mastery of your camera s capabilities whether you re shooting on the job as an advanced enthusiast or
are just out for fun start building your knowledge and confidence while bringing your vision to light
with the canon eos r5 r6 today

The Fujifilm X-T10 2015-11-28

i david busch s canon eos 90d guide to digital photography i is your all in one comprehensive resource
and reference for the advanced canon eos 90d camera this upgraded 32 5 megapixel aps c model
features a 45 point autofocus system the dual pixel cmos hybrid autofocus brings lightning fast phase
detect af to live view and high definition movie modes too the 90d s metering system includes a 220
000 pixel rgb infrared sensor with face detection for accurate exposure control the 90d has wi fi
bluetooth connectivity to allow linking the camera to a computer and ios or android smart devices and
an improved swiveling touch screen lcd with this book in hand you can quickly apply all these
advanced features to your digital photography while boosting your creativity to take great
photographs with your canon eos 90d p filled with detailed how to steps and full color illustrations i
david busch s canon eos 90d guide to digital photography i covers all this upscale camera s features in
depth from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup exposure lens selection lighting
and more and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations also included is
the handy 90d roadmap an easy to use visual guide to the camera s features and controls learn when
to use each option and more importantly when not to use them by following the author s
recommended settings for every menu entry with best selling photographer and mentor david busch
as your guide you ll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera s capabilities whether you re
shooting on the job as an advanced enthusiast or are just out for fun start building your knowledge
and confidence while bringing your vision to light with the canon eos 90d today p

David Busch's Canon EOS 90D Guide to Digital Photography
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2020-07-09

the x t3 in plain english written for fujifilm s outstanding x t3 camera this is this is everything x t3
explained in easy to understand language it is the manual on steroids and much more everything
comes with clear tutorials and examples so if you re uncertain about anything your x t3 does grab this
book it s packed with clear tutorials and examples with over 900 tips tricks and tweaks to help you
master photography with your x t3 get the most from your investment learn about the wonders of
digital imaging and improve your creative eye at the same time

The Complete Guide to Fujifilm's X-T3 (B&W Edition) 2019-02-05

photographer s guide to the panasonic lumix dmc fz2500 fz2000 is a complete guide to the use of the
panasonic lumix dmc fz2500 camera which is known as the fz2000 outside of north america the book
shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to capture excellent images and video
sequences with the fz2500 the book explains the use of autofocus manual focus aperture shutter speed
exposure compensation white balance and iso and many other settings the book discusses the camera s
options for playback setup and customizing the operation of its controls the book contains almost 500
color photographs that illustrate the camera s controls display screens and menus the book includes
photographs taken using the many creative settings of the camera including the photo style settings
the creative control mode picture effects which provide the ability to customize the appearance of
images in dramatic ways and the camera s features for burst shooting bracketing and shooting in high
contrast lighting conditions the book includes a full discussion of the video recording abilities of the
fz2500 camera which offers manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording provides
ultra high definition 4k recording of motion pictures and offers advanced features such as time code
generation clean hdmi output and special features such as 4k live cropping dolly zoom soft zoom
variable frame rate recording and others the book also explains the camera s features for extracting
still images from 4k video and using the post focus and focus stacking features to produce sharply
focused images after a shooting session in three appendices the book discusses accessories for the fz2500
including cases power supply options and other items and includes a list of websites and other
resources for further information the book includes an appendix with helpful quick tips that explain
how to take advantage of the camera s features in the most efficient ways possible

Photographer's Guide to the Panasonic Lumix DMC-
FZ2500/FZ2000 2018-04-19

this book is a complete guide to using the sony cyber shot dsc rx1r ii camera with this book author
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alexander white provides users of the rx1r ii with a manual covering all aspects of the camera s
operation using a tutorial like approach the book shows beginning and intermediate photographers
how to accomplish things with this premium full frame camera and explains when and why to use
the camera s many features the book provides details about the camera s shooting modes as well as its
menu options for shooting playback setup and special effects the book covers all of the features of the
rx1r ii including its variable low pass filter fast autofocus system hd video recording and features for
continuous shooting the book includes more than 450 color photographs that illustrate the camera s
controls display screens and menus the images provide examples of photographs taken using the rx1r
ii s scene mode with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes sunsets portraits and action
shots and the creative style and picture effect menu options with settings for altering the appearance
of images the book also provides introductions to topics such as street photography astrophotography
and digiscoping it includes a full discussion of the video features of the rx1r ii which can shoot hd
movies with manual control of exposure and focus during movie recording in three appendices the
book discusses accessories for the rx1r ii including cases power sources remote controls and external
flash units and includes a list of websites and other resources for further information the book includes
an appendix with quick tips on how to take advantage of the camera s features in the most efficient
ways possible this guide to the rx1r ii includes a detailed index so the reader can quickly find needed
information about any particular feature or aspect of the camera

Photographer's Guide to the Sony RX1R II 2016-02-27

this attractive boxed set includes the digital photography book part 1 2nd edition isbn 0321934946 the
digital photography book part 2 2nd edition isbn 0321948548 the digital photography book part 3 isbn
0321617657 the digital photography book part 4 isbn 0321773020 and the digital photography book
part 5 0133856887 scott kelby the man who changed the digital darkroom forever shows which
buttons to push which settings to use when to use them and hundreds of the most closely guarded
photographic tricks of the trade to get budding photographers shooting dramatically better looking
sharper more colorful more professional looking photos with their digital camera every time they
press the shutter button scott tackles the most important side of digital photography how to take pro
quality shots using the same tricks today s top digital pros use and it s easier than you d think each
chapter is packed with plain english tips on using flash shooting close up photography travel
photography shooting people and even how to build a studio from scratch where he demystifies the
process so anyone can start taking pro quality portraits today plus he s got full chapters on his most
requested topics including loads of tips for landscape photographers wedding photographers and sports
photographers chapter after chapter page after page scott shares all the pros secrets for making your
photos look more professional no matter what you re shooting this bundle has a value of us 125
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Scott Kelby's Digital Photography Boxed Set, Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
2014-08-20

nikon d40 d40x digital field guide is filled with everything you need to know in order to take
amazing photographs using your nikon d40 or nikon d40x this full color portable guide walks you
through the essential controls features and functions of your nikon d40 or d40x digital slr using step
by step instructions and full color images of each menu screen this robust guide not only shows you
how to adjust white balance autofocus exposure and choose lenses it also teaches you when and why
you should adjust each of these key settings the nikon d40 d40x digital field guide goes beyond
camera settings to offer you a refresher guide to the principles of digital photography covering the
essentials of lighting composition and exposure filled with amazing examples this book also presents
you with a variety of tips and tricks to capturing portraits candids sports travel macro photography
and much more

Nikon D40 / D40x Digital Field Guide 2007-09-24

move on from phone snapshots and start making amazing images canon eos r50 for dummies helps
you create superior photo and video content with step by step instructions for how to make the most
of this advanced interchangeable lens digital camera you ll walk through the controls interface and
accessories of the canon eos r50 and you ll learn the basics of image making so you can take impressive
shots even if you ve never taken a photography class let this dummies guide be your teacher as you
learn to take great action shots stunning portraits detailed closeups low light photos and professional
looking video learn your way around the canon eos r50 and its settings and controls get familiar with
common photography terms and basic techniques start shooting right away with user friendly
instructions on using automatic modes go manual to adjust focus color sharpness and more to get the
look you re after photography hobbyists and content creators will love canon eos r50 for dummies the
quick start guide to the camera built for those looking for superior photo and video results

Canon EOS R50 For Dummies 2023-09-06

p in this book popular fuji rumors x pert corner columnist rico pfirstinger teaches about the little
known capabilities of the x t20 which he s discovered through months of in depth research and
experimentation with the camera after a brief overview of the camera s basic functions rico cuts to
the chase and provides a plethora of tips and practical instructions not found in the user s manual with
this knowledge you will be able to fully exploit the capabilities of the x t20 p p p1 margin 0 0px 0
0px 0 0px 0 0px font 11 0px verdana p p2 margin 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px 0 0px font 11 0px verdana min
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height 13 0px span apple tab span white space pre p the fujifilm x series cameras have amazing
features but may require an adjustment period for those new to using these cameras even
photographers who have been lifetime dslr shooters this guide will help you to quickly feel
comfortable using your camera so that you can achieve excellent results p p topics covered include p
ul menu shortcuts ul ul long exposures ul ul firmware upgrades ul ul hybrid autofocus system ul ul
auto and manual focusing ul ul face detection ul ul isoless sensor ul ul dynamic range expansion ul ul
film simulations ul ul custom settings ul ul raw conversion ul ul panoramas ul ul movies ul ul self
timer ul ul flash ul ul adapted lenses ul ul and much more ul

The Fujifilm X-Pro2 2016-08-09

in this book popular fuji rumors x pert corner columnist rico pfirstinger teaches about the little
known capabilities of the fujifilm x t2 which he s discovered through months of in depth research
and experimentation with the camera after a brief overview of the camera s basic functions rico cuts
to the chase and provides a plethora of tips and practical instructions not found in the user s manual
with this knowledge you will be able to take full advantage of the capabilities of the x t2 the fujifilm
x series cameras have amazing features but may require an adjustment period for those new to using
these cameras even photographers who have been lifetime shooters this guide will help you to
quickly feel comfortable using your camera so that you can achieve excellent results topics covered
include menu shortcuts long exposures firmware upgrades hybrid autofocus system auto and manual
focusing face detection isoless sensor dynamic range expansion film simulations custom settings raw
conversion panoramas movies self timer flash adapted lenses and much more

The Fujifilm X-T20 2017-07-14

david busch s canon eos r6 ii guide to digital photography is your all in one comprehensive resource
and reference for the exciting new canon eos r6 ii full frame mirrorless camera the eos r6 ii boasts
continuous shooting up to 40 frames per second in body image stabilization and a 24 mp sensor its
upgraded autofocus subject recognition now provides lightning fast tracking of people animals motor
sports vehicles aircraft and trains three available adapters make it easy to supplement your r mount
lenses with a broad selection of legacy canon ef and ef s optics the eos r6 ii has wireless connectivity
to allow linking the camera to a computer and ios or android smart devices high definition 4k and full
hd movie making capabilities and a versatile swiveling touch screen lcd with this book in hand you
can quickly apply all these advanced features to your digital photography while boosting your
creativity to take great photographs with your canon eos r6 ii filled with detailed how to steps and
full color illustrations david busch s canon eos r6 ii guide to digital photography covers all this upscale
camera s features in depth from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup exposure
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lens selection lighting and more and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and
situations also included is the handy eos r6 ii roadmap chapter an easy to use visual guide to the
camera s features and controls learn when to use each option and more importantly when not to use
them by following the author s recommended settings for every menu entry with best selling
photographer and mentor david busch as your guide you ll quickly have full creative mastery of
your camera s capabilities whether you re shooting on the job as an advanced enthusiast or are just out
for fun start building your knowledge and confidence while bringing your vision to light with the
canon eos r6 ii today

The Fujifilm X-T2 2017-01-24

an easy to follow nikon d5600 photography class in a book your nikon d5600 is a powerful tool
equipped to take top notch photos but unless you know how to use it to its full potential your
professional grade camera will produce underwhelming amateur grade photos and that s where
nikon d5600 for dummies comes in packed with all the expert tips and tricks you need to get your
nikon to live up to its name this guide shows you how to use it to get truly striking shots in a flash
written by an expert on all things nikon and brimming with inspiring full color photos the step by
step instruction offered inside arms shutterbugs of all skill levels with the know how to turn any
scene into a beautiful work of art whether you re looking to capture a cozy low light shot or forever
memorialize an awesome action scene nikon d5600 for dummies will take your photography skills to
picturesque new heights discover all your camera s features and capabilities get better photos in auto
or manual mode adjust focus on the fly start speaking photography lingo like a pro even leonardo da
vinci had to learn to work with paints and brushes before he could create the mona lisa before you let
your frustration get the best of you take heed in the friendly guidance in nikon d5600 for dummies

David Busch's Canon EOS R6 II Guide to Digital Photography
2023-04-12

david busch s sony alpha a6400 ilce 6400 guide to digital photography is the most comprehensive
reference and guide book available for sony s advanced aps c mirrorless camera this enthusiast digital
camera has a more powerful processor and upgraded autofocus with enhanced real time tracking and
advanced eye af its new lcd swivels to face forward making the camera excellent for self portraits
vlogging and other applications the a6400 features a 24 megapixel sensor with 425 embedded phase
detect pixels for lightning fast autofocus at up to 11 frames per second with an electronic shutter that
provides a silent shooting option stunning 4k uhd video capabilities and new time lapse photography
features the a6400 ilce 6400 is a versatile digital camera that s simple to use yet boasts features
demanded by the most avid photo buff with this book in hand you will discover all the capabilities of
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the sony alpha a6400 ilce 6400 as you explore the world of digital photography develop your
creativity and capture the best photographs you ve ever taken filled with detailed how to steps and
full color illustrations david busch s sony alpha a6400 ilce 6400 guide to digital photography describes
every feature of this sophisticated camera in depth from taking your first photos through advanced
details of setup exposure lens selection lighting and more it relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations also included is the handy camera roadmap an easy to use
visual guide to the a6400 ilce 6400 s features and controls learn when to use every option and more
importantly when not to use them by following the author s recommended settings for every menu
entry with best selling photographer and mentor david busch as your guide you ll quickly have full
creative mastery of your camera s capabilities whether you re shooting on the job taking pictures as
an advanced enthusiast pushing the limits of your imagination or are just out for fun start building
your knowledge and confidence while bringing your vision to light with the sony alpha a6400 ilce
6400

David Busch's Canon EOS 80D Guide to Digital SLR Photography
2016-09-19

Nikon D5600 For Dummies 2017-05-01

David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6000/ILCE-6000 Guide to Digital
Photography 2016-08-19

David Busch’s Sony Alpha a6400/ILCE-6400 Guide to Digital
Photography 2019-07-26
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